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Abstract: Wind velocity distribution and the vortex around the wind turbine present a significant
challenge in the development of straight-bladed vertical axis wind turbines (VAWTs). This paper
is intended to investigate influence of tip vortex on wind turbine wake by Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) simulations. In this study, the number of blades is two and the airfoil is a NACA0021
with chord length of c = 0.265 m. To capture the tip vortex characteristics, the velocity fields are
investigated by the Q-criterion iso-surface (Q = 100) with shear-stress transport (SST) k-ω turbulence
model at different tip speed ratios (TSRs). Then, mean velocity, velocity deficit and torque coefficient
acting on the blade in the different spanwise positions are compared. The wind velocities obtained
by CFD simulations are also compared with the experimental data from wind tunnel experiments.
As a result, we can state that the wind velocity curves calculated by CFD simulations are consistent
with Laser Doppler Velocity (LDV) measurements. The distribution of the vortex structure along
the spanwise direction is more complex at a lower TSR and the tip vortex has a longer dissipation
distance at a high TSR. In addition, the mean wind velocity shows a large value near the blade tip
and a small value near the blade due to the vortex effect.

Keywords: wind energy; vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT); flow field; tip vortex; wind velocity
deficit; torque coefficient

1. Introduction

Horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWTs) have developed rapidly since the aggravation of the fossil
energy crisis. However, they are mainly installed in areas away from high electricity demand, such as
plains, mountains, etc., resulting in high infrastructure costs and high transmission losses [1]. Recently,
a small type of vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) has attracted the attention of many researchers due
to its power coefficient being less affected by the high turbulence intensity in the urban environment.
Meanwhile, its noise is very low because of the low tip speed ratio [2–5]. However, the resultant
velocity to blade and the angle of attack can change periodically with the azimuth angle θ, and the
blade will generate dynamic stalls and tip vortexes. This phenomenon can generate a blade vortex and
cause a strong or sudden flow separation on the suction surface. This vortex travels along with the
blade surface as it grows, and finally separates from the airfoil at the leading edge [6,7]. Then the tip
vortex shedding from the upstream blade can affect the aerodynamic performance of the downstream
blade. Meanwhile, the flow field around the wind turbine has a rather complex vortex structure and
wind velocity distribution [8–10]. Therefore, any study on power performance of VAWTs needs to take
into account the evolution of their flow field, especially the tip vortex effect.
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Over the past few years, the study on the flow field of VAWT has achieved some results through
CFD simulations, wind tunnel experiments and field tests. In 2012, Hofemann et al. [11] studied the
detailed development of field flows and vortexes around the rotor with the Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) technology. The results showed that the previous shedding vortex could affect the development
of a new vortex and the vortex intensity increased with the increase of the angle of attack. Sun et al. [12]
in 2014 and Li et al. [13] in 2017 investigated the wind velocity distribution of flow fields around the
VAWT at different TSRs by experimental measurements. In their studies, a wide range of low wind
velocities was found from the internal region to the near-wake of the wind turbine. In addition, with
the increase of TSR, the low wind velocity regions had an expansion trend in the wind turbine wake.
However, they only studied the effect of TSR on the flow field of VAWTs, rather than the aerodynamic
performance. In order to investigate the effect of TSR on the aerodynamic characteristics of VAWTs,
Chen and Lian [14] studied the effects of solidity and TSR on the torque and power coefficients of wind
turbines with CFD simulations on the basis of a Navier-Stokes solver. The results demonstrated that
the maximum power coefficient of the rotor increased and maximum torque coefficient decreased with
the increase of solidity. Although the characteristics of VAWTs were well investigated, the resultant
flow velocity and the angle of attack were calculated with the mainstream wind velocity. In 2016
Li et al. [15] calculated the resultant flow velocity and angle of attack with the local wind velocity at
three different TSRs by measurements with a Laser Doppler Velocity (LDV) system. They found that
the resultant wind velocity increased and the maximum value of the angle of attack decreased with
the increase of TSR. After that, to study the turbulence intensity effect on the wake field in natural
wind, Li et al. [16] in 2016 further explored the velocity distribution of flow fields around the rotors by
field tests. From their study, it was found that the wind velocity in the field test had a quicker recovery
than that in the wind tunnel. Furthermore, the wind velocity was further reduced with the increase of
TSR. However, the PIV and LDV technology in the wind tunnel are only the measurements of defined
areas and points. CFD simulation can simulate the whole flow field of a VAWT. In 2016, Posa et al. [17]
measured the wake structure of a straight-bladed VAWT with double-blades at two different TSRs.
They compared the wake distribution by using PIV measurements and Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
in a three-dimensional (3D) condition. According to their study, a strong dynamic stall was found
in both the upstream region and downstream region at a low TSR. Meanwhile, the dynamic stall of
the blade in the upstream region was stronger than that in the downstream region. Regrettably, more
details about the tip vortex were not examined.

Studies on the dynamic stall of VAWT have also achieved some results through CFD simulations
and wind tunnel experiments. In 1986 Vittencoq [18] indicated the evolution of the dynamic stall of
blade surface in detail at Reynolds number of 3.8 × 104 and different TSRs with 2D CFD simulations.
In this study, in the case of stall, the vortex was formed on the trailing edge of blade, advanced along
the upper surface of blade toward the leading edge, and began to fall off as it moved with 1/3 of the
tangential velocity of blade. In 2009 Ferreira et al. [19] researched the dynamic stall characteristics on
the blade in the case of 3D by using PIV measurement at the azimuth angle of 0◦ < θ < 360◦. In this
study, the evolution of the flow field was not only affected by the variations of the angle of attack, but
also by the formation, roll-up, release and interaction of the shedding vortex. In order to investigate the
subtle changes of dynamic stall, Qin et al. [20] in 2011 computed the evolution of the dynamic stall of
rotor in the condition of low-to-moderate Reynolds number, based on the unsteady Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. In this study, they found that the model not only saved computation
time, but also improved the precision of the CFD simulations. In addition, in 2014 Lanzafame et al. [21],
in 2015 Buchner et al. [22] and in 2016 Dunne [23] also reached similar conclusions.

In 2014, Sun et al. [24] analyzed the influence of the interaction between shedding vortices on the
flow field around the rotor at different TSRs. They described that the shedding vortex of the blade had
an important impact on the aerodynamics and the flow field around the wind turbine in a low TSR.
This influence decreased with the increase of the chord length of blade. However, Sun et al. didn’t
investigate the subtle structure of the vortex. In 2016, Chatelain et al. [25] put forward a new method
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based on the vorticity-velocity formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations and the vortex particle
grid. This new method was effective to simulate the vortex structure of the wake of VAWT. They not
only found that the data obtained from the new method was very similar to the experimental data
obtained by PIV, but also showed the development of the complex wake in detail. In 2017 Thé and
Yu [26] also got the similar results by a free vortex model. Moreover, Li et al. [27] studied the effect of
solidity and rotor aspect ratio on the circulation amount and power coefficient using the panel method
in the condition of three-dimensional model. In their study, the rotor aspect ratio was only affected
by the airflow near the blade tip. In addition, in 2016 Li et al. [28,29] discussed the influence of the
shedding vortex of blade on the flow field around blade by using LDV system. The results suggested
that the wind velocity in the surface of the blade increased and the differential pressure in the surface
of the blade decreased as it went away from the center along the spanwise direction. Chen et al. [30]
and Parker et al. [31] also indicated the effect of blade tip vortex on the flow field and aerodynamic
characteristics of VAWTs.

Great advancements have been made in the studies on the flow field and vortex development
for VAWTs. As previously mentioned, [15,29] Li et al. measured the wind velocity around the wind
turbine by using LDV system. However, it is still very difficult to fully understand the evolution
of the vortex field due to limitations of the experimental technology. Therefore, this paper applies
numerical methods to further investigate the influence of tip vortex on the flow field of straight-bladed
VAWT at three different TSRs (TSRs = 1.38, 2.19 and 2.58). The results obtained from the CFD
simulations were compared to the measured data obtained from by the LDV technology from the wind
tunnel experiments.

2. Theory and Numerical Method

The mesh quality has an important effect on the precision of the CFD simulations, and even
determines the success or failure of the CFD simulations. In this paper, ANSYS Fluent 15.0 (ANSYS,
Canonsburg, PA, USA) and Tecplot 360 R1 (Tecplot 360 R1 2013, Tecplot, Bellevue, WA, USA) were
adopted in the CFD simulations and post-processing. From the references of [20–23], the results
computed by the unsteady RANS model is consistent with the data measured by LDV. Therefore,
the shear-stress transport (SST) k-ω turbulence model is applied in CFD simulations in this study.

The SST k-ω turbulence model combines the advantages of the standard k-ω turbulence model
which has a great calculation precision in near wall region and the k-ε turbulence model which has a
high degree of accuracy away from wall region at low Reynolds number. Meanwhile, as the transport
effect of the turbulent shear stress is demonstrated by the modified turbulence viscosity formula,
the turbulence model can calculate accurately the flow field characteristics of VAWT. The turbulent
kinetic energy equation of turbulence model is shown as follows [32]:
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where, U, ρ, k, ω µ, and Pk represent the resultant wind velocity to blade, air density, turbulent kinetic
energy, specific turbulent dissipation rate, turbulent viscosity, dynamic viscosity and the auxiliary
relation, respectively. The specific dissipation rate equation can be written as [32]:
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here, δk3, δω2, α3 and β3 are closure coefficients. F1 represents hybrid function which is defined as
follows [32]:

F1 = tanhψ4
1 (3)
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ψ1 is the auxiliary relation. Moreover, the standard k-ω model cannot be considered as the transport
equation of the turbulent shear stress, it leads to the overestimation of the turbulent viscosity. Therefore,
the Equation (4) is used to limit the turbulent viscosity [33]:

Vt =
α1k

max(α1ωt, SF2)
(4)

where, S and α1 are the tension constant and closure coefficient respectively. Similar to F1, F2 is a
hybrid function which is used to correct the defect of F1 in free shear flow.

3. Geometric Model and Mesh Strategy

3.1. Geometric Model

Figure 1 represents the main structure of a straight-bladed VAWT. The number of blades is two
and the airfoil profile is a symmetric NACA 0021 with a chord length of 0.265 m. The rotor diameter
of the wind turbine is R = 1.0 m and the blade span is H = 1.2 m. Therefore, the VAWT in this study
gives a projected area of 2.4 m2 and a turbine aspect ratio of 1.67. The blade pitch angle is set to 6◦, for
which the wind turbine has the maximum power coefficient at the mainstream velocity of 8.0 m/s.
Regarding the description of this wind turbine, more details of the specification can be found in the
publications of Li et al. [13,15,34]. In order to reduce the computational efforts, the support structure
is neglected during the inspection of the tip vortex effects on the flow field of the VAWT. Figure 2
illustrates a top view of the VAWT and the wind velocity measurement positions in the mainstream
direction (x axis). The rotation direction of blade is clockwise from the top side view. In Figure 2,
the blade 1 is located at the azimuth angle of θ = 30◦. In order to study the influence of the tip vortex on
the downstream region, the velocity is investigated at the internal region of the rotor (x/R = 0 and 0.5)
and the near-wake of wind turbine (x/R = 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0). Moreover, to examine the evolution process
of tip vortex on the downstream region of wind turbine, the each wake section is distributed in the
spanwise cross-sections of l = 0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 (l = z/(H/2)).
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Figure 1. Geometric model of straight-bladed VAWT in CFD simulations and wind tunnel experiments.
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3.2. Mesh Strategy

Figure 3 shows the computational domain of the VAWT. In Figure 3a, to reduce the blockage
effects and disturbances of outer boundaries, the computational region is set at L = 20D in streamwise
length, W = 10D in crosswind width and H0 = D (H0 > H = 0.6D) at spanwise height. As shown in
Figure 3c, the computational region of VAWT is divided into the rotating domain and the static domain.
In Figure 3b, the inside, outside diameters and height of rotating domain are D1 = 1.6 m, D2 = 2.4 m
and H = 1.2 m. The mesh includes close to 3.5 million and 1.5 million computational cells in the whole
numerical region and the rotating domain, respectively. To accurately investigate the formation of the
tip vortex, the mesh is concentrated in the vicinity of the rotor blade. The elements and the type of
static region are set to the Hex and the Map, respectively. The elements and the type of motion region
are set to the Hex/Wedge and the Cooper. Figure 3d illustrates the boundary layer of blade surface
and the refined mesh around blade, because the mesh intensity has a significant effect on the evolution
of vortex. The Reynolds number is a low Reynolds number and approximately 2.89 × 105. Therefore,
it is beneficial to perform CFD simulations when y+ is less than 1. In addition, it has been calculated
by Van. [35] and Lei et al. [36] that it can meet the requirement of y+ < 1 when the depth is 0.02 m,
the growth factor is 1.25 and the first row is 2 × 10−5.
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3.3. Boundary Conditions

In Figure 4 the boundary conditions that are applied in the CFD simulations are labeled.
The boundary condition of the inlet of numerical region adopts the VELOCITY-INLET and the outlet
of numerical region adopts the PRESSURE-OUTLET. The boundary condition of the borders of
computational region is set at WALL. Moreover, the angular velocities of CFD simulations in the
rotating domain are set at ω = −11.04, −17.58 and −20.73, respectively. In the cases of ω = −11.04,
−17.58 and −20.73, the time step sizes are set to t = 0.00316 s, 0.00198 s and 0.00168 s. The number
of time steps is set to N = 540. In addition, the INTERFACE is selected as the boundary condition of
borders between the rotating domain and the static domain. According to the performance of server
and precision of CFD simulation, the solution of implicit unsteady and segregated flow is adopted.
For the discretization of Navier-Stokes equation, the difference equations of second order scheme are
adopted and the coupling equation is solved by a simple method.
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3.4. Wind Tunnel Experimental Measurements

Wind tunnel measurements have been performed in an open test section of a circular type wind
tunnel with the inner diameter of 3.6 m. Similar to the simulation conditions, the mainstream wind
velocity is performed at 8.0 m/s and the tip speed ratios are set at TSRs = 1.38, 2.19 and 2.58. Wind
velocity distribution around the wind turbine is measured by a LDV system with a maximum output
power of 4.0 W. However, the limitation of this experiment is that the measurements are performed
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only at the center cross-section of l = 0, rather than l = 0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. Detailed descriptions of
the wind tunnel experiments can also be found in Li et al. [34].

4. Data Processing Method

The Reynolds number (Re) is a non-dimensional number that can be used to characterize the
fluid flow. It is used to distinguish the flow of fluid in laminar and turbulent flow. In this study,
the Reynolds number can be expressed as [16,37]:

Re =
Uc
v

(5)

where, U and v represent the wind velocity and kinematic eddy viscosity. The TSR which is an
important parameter to describe the characteristics of wind turbine can be defined as [7,24,38]:

TSR =
ωR
U0

(6)

The torque coefficient CQ of the rotor which reflects the wind turbine performance can be
expressed as [16,29,39]:

CQ =
Q

0.5ρDHU02R
(7)

Since the advent of Q-criteria, it has been widely used to investigate the results of CFD simulations.
In this study, vortex around the rotor is detected by the iso-surface of a given Q value. Q is the second
scalar invariant of velocity derivative tensor and can be defined as an incompressible flow [40]:

Q = 0.5
(

Wij∗Wij − Sij∗Sij

)
(8)

where, Wij and Sij are the symmetric and the unsymmetric parts of velocity derivative tensor.

5. Results and Discussion

As mentioned in the Introduction section, the wind velocity, pressure distribution and torque can
be measured by wind tunnel experiments. However, the vortex structure is very difficult to capture in
wind tunnel experiments. CFD simulation is a good method to capture the vortex structure. In this
paper, CFD simulation is the main research method where the aim is to study the effect of tip vortex on
the wind turbine wake. The results are verified by the experimental data from the available literature.

Figure 5 describes the fluctuations of the mean wind velocity at the azimuth angle of 0◦ < θ

< 360◦ along x axis direction (y/R = 0, TSR = 2.19). C-l and E-l represent the mean wind velocity
calculated by CFD simulations and measured by wind tunnel experiment in different cross-sections
of l. As shown in the figure, in the blade center position, the curve of simulation results indicate
a good agreement with the wind tunnel experimental data when the x/R is below −0.5. However,
in the region of −0.5 < x/R < 0.5, the mean wind velocity of simulation results is slightly smaller than
that of wind tunnel experiments. It seems that the support structure of VAWT is neglected in the
CFD simulations. The vortex, which is generated by the support structure, increases the turbulence
intensity in the rotating plane of wind turbine (−0.5 < x/R < 0.5). Therefore, compared with the CFD
simulations, the high turbulence intensity facilitates the instantaneous recovery of wind velocity at
−0.5 < x/R < 0.5 in the wind tunnel measurements. In the case of C-l = 0, it is still noteworthy that the
mean wind velocity in the near-wake of VAWT computed by CFD simulations is larger than that of
experiment data at x/R > 0.5. The vorticity is dragged along with the airfoil, resulting in a support
structure vortex interaction in the near-wake of wind turbine. Thus, the vortex which is shed from the
support structure, increases the mean wind velocity in the near-wake of the wind turbine. Remarkably,
the mean wind velocity in the mainstream direction increases with the increase of C-l due to the tip
vortex effect. Therefore, the mean wind velocity shows a large value near the blade tip and a small
value near the C-l = 0.
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Figure 5. Fluctuations of mean wind velocities for different cross-sections of l = 0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75
are compared in cross-section of l = 0 at TSR = 2.19 by CFD simulations and wind tunnel experiments.

Figures 6–8 show the vortex structure of rotor at the tip speed ratios of TSRs = 1.38, 2.19 and 2.58,
when the azimuth angles are θ = 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦, respectively. The vortex structure is described
by Q-criterion iso-surface and contour of resultant wind velocity. As shown in Figure 7a, vortex A,
vortex B and vortex C represent the shedding vortex of the blade, tip vortex and vortex generated by
the rotor shaft, respectively. The angle of attack is changed periodically during rotation and generates
the dynamic stall phenomenon which involves a series of fluid flow attachments, separations and
reattachments that occurred on the airfoil surface. The flow is characterized by the shedding vortex
which will be generated as airflow shedding from the blade. The principle of tip vortex is the airflow
on the positive pressure surface of blade around the tip of blade to the negative pressure surface of
blade. Similar conclusion of generation mechanism of vorticities including tip vortex can be found in
the studies of Ferreira et al. [19] in 2009 with PIV experiments and Li et al. [41] in 2016 with pressure
measurements. Moreover, from Figures 6c, 7c and 8c which include local enlarged views, it is clearly
observed that vortex B around the rotor shaft can affect the vortex C around the blade. The vortex of
rotor is mainly composed of shedding vortex, tip vortex and vortex produced by the shaft. However,
compared with other vortices, the tip vortex has a longer dissipation distance. It is noted that the
vortex structure is asymmetrical relative to the y-z plane. The tip vortex mainly originates in the region
of azimuth angles of −90◦ < θ < 90◦ due to the large angle of attack. Moreover, the shaft that is often
overlooked in CFD simulations also has certain influence on the rotor, because the vortex produced by
the shaft bypasses the blade surface around θ = 270◦ (see Figures 6c, 7c and 8c).
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Figure 6. Q-criterion iso-surface of vortex structure for rotor with the azimuth angle of (a) θ = 0°, (b) 
θ = 45°, (c) θ = 90° and (d) θ = 135° at TSR = 1.38. Contour of Q-criterion iso-surface depicts the wind 
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Figure 6. Q-criterion iso-surface of vortex structure for rotor with the azimuth angle of (a) θ = 0◦,
(b) θ = 45◦, (c) θ = 90◦ and (d) θ = 135◦ at TSR = 1.38. Contour of Q-criterion iso-surface depicts the
wind velocity of U.
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Figure 7. Q-criterion iso-surface of vortex structure for rotor with the azimuth angle of (a) θ = 0◦,
(b) θ = 45◦, (c) θ = 90◦ and (d) θ = 135◦ at TSR = 2.19. Contour of Q-criterion iso-surface depicts the
wind velocity of U.
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Figure 8. Q-criterion iso-surface of vortex structure for rotor with the azimuth angle of (a) θ = 0◦,
(b) θ = 45◦, (c) θ = 90◦ and (d) θ = 135◦ at TSR = 2.58. Contour of Q-criterion iso-surface depicts the
wind velocity of U.

Compared with the TSRs = 1.38 and 2.19, the tip vortex at TSR = 2.58 has the longest dissipation
distance and simplest structure, which demonstrates that a higher TSR has a more significant impact
on the wind turbine wake. In addition, the tip vortex and the shedding vortex at low TSR of 1.38 have
more irregular structures than that at a higher TSR, especially in the spanwise direction. This also
implies that the airflow in the downstream region is more complex at a lower TSR. The interaction
between the tip vortex generated by blade 1 and blade 2 at TSR = 2.58 is more intensive than that
at TSRs = 1.38 and 2.19. In particular, the interaction near blade 2 at the azimuth angles of θ = 90◦

and 135◦ is stronger than that at the azimuth angles of θ = 0◦ and 45◦. Indeed, the TSR has a strong
effect on the evolution of the tip vortex, and the tip vortex induces the complex flow field in the
downstream region.

Figure 9 depicts the fluctuations of mean wind velocity in the cross-sections of l = 0, 0.25, 0.50
and 0.75. In this figure, the azimuth angle is 0◦ < θ < 360◦, the tip speed ratio is TSR = 2.19 and the
longitudinal position is x/R = 0. The mean wind velocity of each point is the average value in the
lateral direction of −1.6 < y/R < 1.6. The horizontal axis and the vertical axis represent the azimuth
angle θ and the non-dimensional wind velocity U/U0, respectively. The fluctuation of mean wind
velocity is two cycles at the azimuth angle of 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 360◦. Therefore, it is only necessary to analyze
mean wind velocity at the azimuth angle of 0◦ ≤ θ < 180◦.
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As shown in Figure 9, the value of mean wind velocity increases with increase of l. It seems
that the mean velocity in the section near the tip of blade is larger than that near the center of blade.
As mentioned in Figure 6, the flow field is different at different azimuth angles and the fluctuation of
the mean wind velocity are also different for different cross-sections of l = 0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. It is
considered that the influence of the blade vortex is greater when close to the tip of blade. Li et al. [29]
in 2016 also obtained the similar results with the LDV measurement in a large wind tunnel. Figure 10
illustrates the low wind velocity contours in different cross-sections of l = 0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 when
the azimuth angle is θ = 90◦. As shown in the figure, the areas of low velocity region have the minimum
in the cross-section of l = 0 and the area decreases with the increase of l at three different TSRs. There
are three main reasons for this phenomenon: Firstly, the influence of tip vortex on airflow around the
blade increases with the increase of l. Secondly, the blockage effect of rotor is small near the blade
tip. Finally, the interaction between the free-airflow passing through the blade tip and the airflow
bypassing the blade surface is strong near the blade tip. In addition, the areas of low wind velocity
regions at TSR = 2.58 are larger than that of TSRs = 1.38 and 2.19 in all the cross-sections. Therefore,
in the case of the low tip speed ratio, the effect of tip vortex on the wind velocity is larger and the wind
velocity in the wind turbine wake has a faster recovery than that of a higher TSR.
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Figure 10. Comparison of contour of wind velocity between the different cross-sections of l = 0, 0.25,
0.50 and 0.75 at three different TSRs with the azimuth angle of θ = 90◦: (a–c) show the contour of wind
velocity of TSR = 1.38, 2.19 and 2.58, respectively.
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To examine the wind velocity deficit characteristics of the wind turbine wake, the fluctuations
of wind velocity are shown in Figure 11 in the downstream positions of x/R = 0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0.
As shown in this figure, the velocity field is compared at the cross-sections of l = 0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75
when the azimuth angle is θ = 0◦ and the tip speed ratios are TSRs = 1.38, 2.19 and 2.58. It can be
observed that when the cross-section is l = 0, the wind velocity has the minimum value in the cases
of x/R = 0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. And the magnitude of wind velocity decreases with the increase of l.
In the case of TSR = 1.38, the difference between the wind velocity of l = 0 and 0.75 increases and then
decreases with the increase of the x/R. However, in the cases of TSRs = 2.19 and 2.58, the difference
increases with the increase of the x/R (0 < x/R < 2.0).
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Figure 11. Fluctuation of wind velocity for the spanwise cross-sections of l = 0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 in
downstream region (x/R = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0) at the three different TSRs with the azimuth angle of θ

= 90◦: (a–e) show the fluctuations of wind velocity of x/R = 0, 0.5 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0, respectively.

In the previous chapters, the effect of tip vortex on the flow field has been discussed at the azimuth
angle of θ = 90◦ in the downstream region. In this chapter, the mean wind velocity deficit at azimuth
angle of θ = 90◦ is demonstrated in Figure 12. The results are analyzed in different cross-sections of
l = 0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 at TSRs = 1.38, 2.19, 2.58. The large mandatory circle and the small solid
circle represent the rotating track of rotor and the shaft of the wind turbine, respectively. In this study,
the length of arrow indicates the magnitude of wind velocity in the mainstream direction. The left
end point of arrow is the point of U = 0 m/s. The shaded area which shows the wind velocity deficit
is formed from the curve connected by the right endpoint of arrow and the straight line of U = 8.0
m/s. As shown in the figure, the wind velocity deficit show the minimum value when the l is 0.75
in the cases of TSRs = 1.38, 2.19 and 2.58. When the value of TSR is 2.58, the wind velocity deficit in
l = 0 is about twice in l = 0.75. The wind velocity deficit increases with the decrease of TSR. Moreover,
the wind velocity deficit of TSR = 1.38 is smaller than that of TSRs = 2.19 and 2.58 at each spanwise
section. The maximum of the wind velocity deficit is shown in the wake positions of x/R = 2.5, 2.5, 2.0
and 1.5, corresponding to the l of 0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75, respectively. Therefore, the recovered distance
of wind velocity in l = 0.75 is shorter than that in l = 0 due to the tip vortex effect.

Figure 13a–c depict the fluctuations of the torque coefficient during ration at the different spanwise
sections of l = 0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 when the tip speed ratios are TSRs = 1.38, 2.19 and 2.58. From these
figures, in the case of TSR = 1.38, the maximum value of the torque coefficient in l = 0 (CQ = 0.417) is
larger than that of l = 0.75 (CQ = 0.206). Therefore, the tip vortex has a larger effect on the aerodynamic
characteristics of the rotor at a higher TSR. When the blade passes through the azimuth angle of θ = 90◦,
the torque coefficients have the maximum value at different spanwise sections. In the case of l = 0,
the maximum values of torque coefficient are 0.417, 0.450 and 0.412 for the TSRs of 1.38, 2.19 and
2.58, respectively. In the case of l = 0.75, the maximum values of torque coefficient are 0.206, 0.114 and
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0.044 at TSRs = 1.38, 2.19 and 2.58, respectively. The torque coefficients show the small value at the
downstream region. The minimum value of torque coefficient is found in l = 0 at TSR = 2.19, while the
minimum value of CQ is found in l = 0.75 at the TSR = 2.58 and smaller than that of TSR = 2.19. It is
mainly considered that the tip vortex of the blade has a larger influence at a higher TSR (see Figures 7–9).
The similar result also has a good agreement with the study of Li et al. [42] in 2017.
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6. Conclusions

This study is aimed at investigating the effect of tip vortex on the downstream region of VAWT
in the different spanwise cross-sections of l = 0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. Firstly, the velocity fields are
investigated by CFD simulations and LDV measurements. Then, to capture the vortex evolution,
the tip vortex on the flow field of straight-bladed VAWT is compared at three different TSRs with
numerical investigation. The flow field characteristics can be summarized as follows:

(1) The vortex which is generated by the support structure increases the turbulence intensity in the
rotating plane of wind turbine (–0.5 < x/R < 0.5). Meanwhile, the mean wind velocity in the
mainstream direction increase with the increase of C-l due to the tip vortex effect.

(2) Compared with other vortices, the tip vortex has a longer dissipation distance. It is noted that the
vortex structure is an asymmetrical relative to the y-z plane. The tip vortex mainly originates in
the region of azimuth angles of −90◦ < θ < 90◦ due to the large angle of attack.

(3) The areas of low velocity region have the minimum in the cross-section of l = 0 and the area
decreases with the increase of l at three different TSRs. In addition, the areas of low wind velocity
regions at TSR = 2.58 are larger than that of TSRs = 1.38 and 2.19 in all the cross-sections. Therefore,
in the case of the low tip speed ratio, the effect of tip vortex on the wind velocity is larger and the
wind velocity in the wind turbine wake has a faster recovery than that of a higher TSR.

(4) The torque coefficients show the maximum value at about the azimuth angle of θ = 90◦ on the
upstream region. In the case of l = 0, the maximum values of torque coefficient are 0.417, 0.450
and 0.412 for the TSRs of 1.38, 2.19 and 2.58, respectively. In the case of l = 0.75, the maximum
values of torque coefficient are 0.206, 0.114 and 0.044 at TSRs = 1.38, 2.19 and 2.58, respectively.
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Nomenclature

c Airfoil chord length [m]
CQ Rotor torque coefficient
F1 Hybrid function [k-ω]
F2 Second hybrid function [SST k-ω]
H Spanwise length [m]
H0 Numerical region height [m]
k Turbulent kinetic energy [m2/s2]
l Section perpendicular to the z axis [=z/(H/2)]
L Numerical region length [m]
R Rotor radius [m]
Re Reynolds number [=Uc/v]
S Tension constant
U Local wind velocity [m/s]
U0 Mainstream velocity [m/s]
W Numerical region width [m]
x Longitudinal coordinate [m]
y Lateral coordinate [m]
z Vertical coordinate [m]
α Angle of attack [◦]
µt Eddy viscosity [(N·s)/m2]
ν Kinematic eddy viscosity [m2/s]
θ Azimuth angle [◦]
ρ Air density [kg/m3]
ω Specific turbulent dissipation rate [s−1]
ω0 Angular velocity [rad/s]
ψ1 Auxilary relation
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
NACA National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
HAWT Horizontal axis wind turbine
SST Shear stress transport
TSR Tip speed ratio [=(Rω)/U0]
VAWT Vertical axis wind turbine
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